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PREFACE

This study was made possible through the generosity of the Board of Regents and the

Administration of the University of Nevada in granting the author a sabbatical leave for

the Fall of 1964, andlimmiims. Humanities Commit-0e of the DRI4iims6research grant.

Grateful acknowledgment is also made to the many persons who actively participated in this

project: the Washoe County SohcoZboard by opening the doors of the local high schools to the

observer; the School Administratcrs of Washoe Cunty who -;.7...)re ever willing to discuss and

explain problems and stiations arising from th,-: study; Mr, Proctor Hug, Superintendent of the

Washce County Sohcol District and aLsIstant Mr, G.,rge Brighton; and Mr- Merlin D. Ander-

son, Consultant in Foreign Languages, Nevada State Department of Education. Very special

praise is due to Mr. Marvin J, Roth, Carriculum Coordinator for the junior and senior high

schools, who not only prolraded class s?hedales, road maps and information about teachers, but

personally introduced the auth_r to 411 administra*,ors and foreign lang_lage teachers

of the district and who generc-sly made t.:1me fDr likeekly ocreferences during the survey. In
the

addition, sincere appreciation is expressed ti-eas_hers igh: were most ocoperative in permit-

ting the observer to visit their -.lasses and n;s:,ussirg pedagogi?,ai matters with him.

the University of Nevada, proved be cf great assastanze. The staff members graciously

distributed the author's questi,...nnaare L. their st.Jdents who, in turn, furnished valuable

Last, but not least, the instr....'tr_rs and staderts .;f the Foreign Language Department at

information by filling o_tt the forms Firtftermi,;re, tne a_Athor feels greatly indebted to hi6

colleagues for giving him progress reports Dri individ.).al. students and by discussing essential

parts of the survey with him,

Thus, this study is the resat of the :,opera+ie eff,:rt cf many persons whose oontriba-

tions the author values very highly, It true howei.er, that in colleating and sifting

the material and in listening caref,iiiy to many diverse opinions, he came to definite conclu-

sions of his on

Since he under-bock this project solely ut cf pr.fessional interest . he has beer a

teacher of languages for alm,st forty years, twenty-four of them at the University of Nevada -
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his role was that of an interested observer and not that of an official investigator. Yet, a

merely objective description of the foreign language program in this region would be only of

statistical value and largely meaningless if nct followed by interpretations and conclusions.

Therefore, the author will take the liberty of offering a number of suggestions which might

lead to improvements.

C. W. F. Melz
Dept. of Foreign Languages
University of Nevada, Reno
May 1965
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Ever since the Modern Language Association of America (MLA) started a nationwide For-

eign Language Program in 1952, which culminated/ 1e inclusion of foreign languages in the

National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of 1958, the teaching and study of foreign :anguages

in the schools and colleges of this country has undergone a radical change. Where formerly

in high schools a meager program of a two-year sequence in foreign languages was offered

which supposedly led to a reading knowledge and which by many educators was justly regarded

as a waste of time, the new direction demanded that the teaching of foreign languages begin

in elementary schools (FLES) with emphasis on the spoken language and with much longer

sequences of study provided for. This caused a great deal of experimentation in the search

for proper materials and modern methods and techniques in language teaching. The usefulness

of language laboratories became established; the science of linguistics was employed; the so-

called audiolingual method evolved; the upgrading of foreign language teachers in NDEA insti-

tutes supported by the national government began in 1959 and has been continued and vastly

enlarged ever since.

Many millions of dollars have been spent on the improvement of foreign language instruc-

tion in the U.S.A. for the last seven years. The question now arises what effect all this

has had on the teaching of foreign languages in our schools and universities. Since there

is a large variety of educational programs according to states, counties and institutions,

it would be a tremendous job to present even a fairly accurate picture of the language situ-

ation on a nationwide scale. To be sure, the Foreign Language Research Center sponsored by

the MLA is constantly gathering statisti s about enrollments and expansions of foreign

language programs, but the rapid development and yearly increase of overall enrollment makes

up-to-date statistics almost impossible. Also, even if such statistics were obtainable

...7ery year, they would not reveal anything about the quality of instruction or the effective-

ness of the new method.

For instance, the ever increasing number of language laboratories may be determined

statistically but their effective use eludes determination. After all, the important
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processes of language instruction and learning take place in the classroom and the laboratory.

Therefore, any qualitative evaluation must be based on observation of classroom performances.

For this reason the author resolved to visit as many language classes as he possibly could

within the short time available to him, and since extensive travel even within his own state,

Nevada, would have been costly and time-consuming, he restricted his visits to the local dis-

trict of Washoe County and the University of Nevada. His purpose was to gain an accurate

picture of the present foreign language program in this region.

This picture should show whether or not a planned program is now in. force, which would

provide the necessary opportunities for language students to progress from the lowest level

to the highest without loss of time.

An important aspect of the program is the proper placement of freshmen entering with H.S.

language preparation from one to four or more years in college language classes. The proper

preparation and training of foreign language teachers is perhaps the most fundamental problem.

The present study attempts to give a detailed analysis of the important aspects of lan-

guage learning and teaching in the Washoe County public schools and the University of Nevada

at Reno. The study of a limited area does not allow general conclusions to be drawn as to

the language situation in the State of Nevada or the entire United States. Yet it might

reveal a typical situation which might exist in many other school districts all over the

country.



II PROCEDURE

1. Conferences

Even before the school semester started many hours were spent in conferences with top

school administrators: Mr. Proctor. Hug, Superintendent of Washoe County Schools and his

assistants, Mr. George Brighton and Mr. Marvin J. Roth. In addition the principals of the

ten public high schools were interviewed.

Group conferences with foreign language teachers in each school were used to explain the

purpose of the survey and to stress the role of the author as that of a mere observer.

Weekly discussions with MY. Roth, the coordinator for junior and senior high schools proved

to be most illuMinating.

The Foreign Language Consultant of the Nevada State Department of Education, Mr. Merlin

D. Anderson, was interviewed. Informal discussions with staff members of the Foreign Lan-

guage Department, Univcrsity of Nevada, and especially with Dr. Charles V. Wells, Chairman

of the Department) yielded much useful information. Regular attendance at departmental

meetings throughout the Fall semester kept the author informed about intended changes in the

curriculum ancl enabled him, to present his ideas to the entire department.

In a few instances, parents of language students in high school were asked about their

impression of the F.L. program, Former students now teaching languages in the local schools

were prompted to comment on the preparation they had received at the University. Univer-

sity students' opinions were solicited on several aspects.

2. Class visits

Foreign languages classes in all ten schools and the University were visited. Instruc-

tion in French, German, Spanish3 and Russian was observed. Some classes were visited

repeatedly. In the public schools 37 classes and 30 individual teachers were observed,

among them two student teachers. At the university level, five inEtructors in five classes

were visited.
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Questionnaires

Two sets of questionnaires were distributed. The first was handed to all students in for-

eign language classes at the University (see Appendix A), 660 were returned. They Yielded

valuable information about the student's high school language instruction and provided facts

and figures for statistics which have never before been available in this form. The analysis

of these questionnaires was time-consuming but proved to be most helpful in describing the

language situation.

The second set concerned the background of the forty FL teachers in Washoe County. This

was made up by Mro Roth at the suggestion of the author who tabulated the answers. (See

Appendix B)

Statistics

Figures on enrollment provided by Mr. Roth and Dr. Charles V. Wells, Chairman of the

Foreign Language Department at the University and the answers furnished by the questionnaires

were tabulated, analyzed and compared with national figures whenever possible.



III THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM IN THE

PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF WASHOE COUNTY

Washoe County, Nevada, has now about 125,000 inhabitants and is rapidly growing in pop-

ulation. The cities of Reno and Sparks are the major centers in the county.

Since there is no foreign language instruction in the elementary schools, the discussion

will deal with ten schools only, seven junior and three senior high schools.

The following four tables will give the total enrollment figures and percentages for

individual languages.

It should be noted that French, German and Spanish are taught in each of the ten high

schools (see Tables 2, 3, 4)0 Instruction in these three languages starting in the seventh

grade has been offered as a pilot program in one junior high school only since last year. A

plan to teach French, German and Spanish in all schools in the seventh grade is now being

proposed by the school administration.

Latin is offered only in the three senior high schools. Italian and Russian are taught

each in one school (see Tables 2 and 3).

Thirdi.ear instruction is given in French, Russian and Spanish. There are only two

fourth-year classes in two languages, French and Spanish (see Table 3).

The small enrollment in the third and fourth year demonstrates that Washoe County schools

still maintain a two-year FL program for the majority of the students.

The larger enrollment in the secnd year (see Table 3) compared with the first year is

explained by the Level I figures in Table 4.

Attention is called to the fact that the study of foreign languages in Washoe County

schools is not compulsory and that seventh and. eighth graders are selected for FL classes

on the basis of their reading ability in English.



Table 1

FOREIGN LANGUAGE ENROLLMENTS IN THE TOTAL ENROLLMENTS
OF WASHOE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, FALL, 1964.

FL Enrollment FL % of Total

total Enrollment in Sr. H.S. 4628 1293 27

Total Enrollment in Jr. H.S. 8197 1463 17

Total H.S. Enrollment 12,825 2756 21

kll Public Schools 25,200 2756 10.9

Table 2

TOTAL NUIEER OF STUDENTS IN INDIVIDUAL LANGUAGES AND THE PERCENTAGES THEY REPRESENT OF
THE TOTAL FL ENROLLMENT IN WASHOE COUNTY PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS, FALL, 1964.

Language No. of Students Per Cent of Total

French 875 31.8

German 506 18.3

Italian 57 2.-

Latin 111 4.-

Russian 17 -.6

Spanish 1190 43.2

Total 2756



FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Language

French

German

Italian

Latin

Russian

Spanish

Total

Table 3

ENROLLMENT IN THE THREE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS OF WASHOE COUNTY, FALL, 1964.

1st Yr. 2nd Yr.

105 219

79 59

43 14

14 97

6 7

170 201

417 697

3rd Yr. 4th Yr. Total
No. of
Classes

79

4

8 411 21

138 7

57 3

111 6

17 3

59 29 559 27

142 37 1293 67

Table 4

Average
Class 4 Size

19.5

19.7

19.-

18.5

5.7

20.7

19.3

FOREIGN LANGUAGE ENROLLMENT IN THE SEVEN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF WASHOE COUNTY, FALL, 1964.

Language Level I
(1st year)

Level I Level II Total No. of Average
(2nd year) Classes Class At' Size

464

368

631

1463

7th Gr. 8th Gr. 9th Gr. 9th Gr.

French 27 204 210 23

German 22 165 181

Spanish 31 233 343 24

Total 80 602 734 47

26 17.8

20 18.4

29 21.8

75 19.5
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It might be illuminating to take a look at the FL program in Washoe County as it was ten

years ago. At that time there were only two four-year high schools in this district, Reno

High and Sparks High. The junior high schools were formed later on. Table 5 shows the total

enrollment in FLs in the two high schools in Fall, 1954.

It will be of interest to compare figureband percentages shown here with those of Tables 1

and 2. Conspicuous is the drop in Latin from 25.9% of the total FL enrollment to 4% at the

present time. It is explained by the spectacular increase in the German enrollment from al-

most nothing to 18.3% of the total. The study of German has largely replaced the study of

Latin.

The Spanish enrollment has remained fairly static. The French enrollment from 18.5% to

31.8% may also be explained by the emphasis on modern language study and the disinterest in

Latin. The interest in Italian seems to have remained on the same level. There was no pro-

gram in Russian offered 10 years ago.

It should be emphasized that the 1954 program in all languages consisted of a two-year

sequence only.

Table 5

ENROLLMENT IN FLS IN THE TWO WASHOE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS, FALL, 1954.

Total Total
German Italian Spanish FLs School

16 32 224 497 1693

22 97 208 542

16 54 321 705 2235

Latin French

Reno High 123 102

Sparks High 60 29

Total 183 131

% of total
school 8% 5.8% 0.7% 2.4% 14.3% 21%
enrollment

% of total FL 25.9% 18.5% 2.1% 7.6% 45.5%

enrollment



A recent report on. FL enrollment in public secondary schools throughout the U.S.1 makes

it possible to compare the local figures and percentages with the national ones. It will be

noted t.).A the report includes the figures for Fall, 1963, so that there is a year's differ-

Qz--rtia-trx_o

ence in our comparison, The report capeftathe fcllowing highlights.

From the fall of 1958 to the fall of 19639 HS enrollments
(grades 9-12) increased 36.4, FL enrollments increased
80.9%, and modern FL enrollments increased 114.6%.

In the faal of 1963, almost 3 1/2 million students in
HS were enrolled in FL courses, almost a third of the
total HS populatic,n; in 1958 the 2 million FL enroll-
ment repreEentea only a fourth of the total HS popula-
tion for that year.

Enrollments for the fail of ..963 in modern FLs equaled
80.3% of the total FL enrollment, 25.9% sf the total

HS population. Spanish and Frendn enrollments combined
comprised alinct 90% of the to-,al :modern FL enrollment.

Enrollments in all lang_iages ex3ept Latin and Ancient
Greek were at an all-time peak in The fall of 1963.
For the firsT time in 6 years, Latln &-IrclAments
showed a decrease. In the fall . Ji` 1963, Latin enroll-

ments eq,..laied 19,6 %.1.' the t.-tal FL enrollment; in 1958

they equaled 32,03 the total. FL enroiAment.

In fail 1963, a nigher % FL st.Alents contimed stidy
into the tnird year than at any t.Ime In the preceding
6 years, In 1..963, 39.1% of modern FL :=,tiA.ents ccntin-

ued into -1.,11e year, compare-: ta 25.7% fin 19';'8:

17.4% of the Latin -,t-Jiecfs :c-A1r-;ei in+, -ne -hrd

year, the same as in

By fall 19b3 7q,i4 I u,t.-1 L HS6 (7'121:ered

FL instruction as contrasted miLth r'4.9% in 1962 and

6i.6% in 1958. f.T.exa F,.;reigv, Ldrglage

Bulletin, Vol, 7, No, 2, Aprl-

1. James N. Eshelman and. Jamey F. Der2hem, OffEElEgi and Enrolments in Public Secon-
dary Schools. Fall 1961. Prepared by (,:n.tra-A, with the US OE (5E77:177037) and 'ac o-

lished by the MLA. Copies f the complete surt:ey ;45 pp.) may be obtained by sending
$1.00 to the MLA Materials Center, 4 Washington Place, New York, New York 10003.



How does the present local language program fit into the general situation described

above? Table 6 shows clearly that it is far below the national average of a year ago, which

by now might even be higher.

Table 6

PERCENTAGES OF FL ENROLLMENT IN THE U.S.A. COMPARED WITH THOSE IN THE WASHOE COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT

U.S.A. Washoe County, Nevada
All Secondary Public Schools All Secondary Public Schools

Fall, 1958

Fall, 1963

Fall, 1963

% of Foreign Language Enrollment of Total Enrollment

(about) 24

(about) 32%

Fall, 1954 31%
(see Table 5)

Fall, 1964 21 %
(see Table 1)

Modern Foreign Language Study Continued in Third Year

39% Fall, 1964 12%
(see Table 3)

The great waste in time and energy of a two-year language program in high school has

been pointed out very often in the last twelve years. Foreign language teachers on all

levels have been painfully aware of this for a long time. Indeed, the short time allowed

for the study of foreign languages was justly denounced as one of the greatest short comings

of the American High School by Dr. James B. Conant in his famous survey of 1958.2 He

recommended the following.

The school board should be ready to offer a third
and fourth year of a foreign language, no matter
how few students enroll. The guidance officers
should urge the completion of a four-year sequence
of one foreign language if the student demonstrates
ability in handling foreign languages.

It might be argued that a two-year preparation in high school does not mean the termin-

ation of foreign language studies for the college-bound high school graduates who have repre-

2. James B. Conant, The American Hi h School Toda , New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1959, 9.
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sented at least one half of the graduating class from local schools for a number of years.

The University of Nevada has steadily recognized high school preparation in foreign languages

by counting one year of H.S. language as the equivalent of one semester of college for com-

pleting the FL requirement. A student entering the University with two years of H.S. for-

eign language would normally be placed in a third-semester course and could complete in his

freshman year the 16 FL credits required by the College of Arts and Science and some programs

in the other colleges at the University. Thus, in theory there exists a unified program

shared by the schools and the University. The author remembers a number of good, even ex-

cellent students, especially from the local high schools, who had little or no trouble in

continuing with their H.S. foreign language in college classes. Unfortunately there are not

enough of them. Since nc previous data were available about the group that discontinued

their H.S. language in college, thus largely wasting their own and their teachers' valuable

time, an important part of this survey consists in ascertaining such data. The questionnaire

distributed to all students now studying foreign languages at the University of Nevada was

returned by 660 individuals representing an estimated 90% of the total student enrollment

in the Foreign Language Department. The fact that this group is only a fraction of the

total University enrollment of 3,557 at the present time does not permit the author to draw

general conclusions. Yet he thinks that the data gathered from the answers spotlight the

general situation in question. It should also be pointed out that in this group of 66o

students, one third are graduates of Washoe County schools and about two thirds come from

the entire state of Nevada. Within these limitations the results of the questionnaire as

they are shown in the following tables may be regarded as significant for our problem.
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Table 7

HIGH SCHOOL PREPARATION IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES ACCORDING TO YEARS OF STUDY OF 660 STUDENTS

AT THE FL DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, FALL, 1964.

No H.S. Language 79

1/2 year 1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years Total

French 1 37 94 45 19 136

Gaelic 1 1

German 3 20 14 4 41

Greek 1 2 3

Italian 1 7 5 2 15

Japanese 1 1

Latin 4 75 104 10 4 197

Russian 2 2

Spanish 5 67 180 30 18 300

Total 14 208 401 92 41 756/

/ 175 students studied 2 languages in high school.

In Table 7 the group with no H.S. language represents 11.9%.

One third of the students completely wasted their time in studying a language for half a

year or one year only. 60% studied a language two years, 13.9% three years, and only 6.3%

four years.

Table 8

NUMBER OF STUDENTS CONTINUING OR DISCONTINUING WITH THEIR HIGH SCHOOL LANGUAGES AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, FALL, 1964.

Continuing

245

Discontinuing

266

Repeating

37

The number of students not continuing with their H.S. language is larger than that of

those continuing. According to Table 7 the latter group should at least be double in number

with a H.S. language of two or more years. The repeaters started the H.S. language over again.



Most of them had only one year of it.
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Table 9

REASONS FOR NOT CONTINUING H.S. LANGUAGE AND FOR STARTING A NEW LANGUAGE IN COLLEGE

New Language Poor H.S. Language Time New Language Schedule Total
Preferred Preparation Disliked Lapse Required Difficulties

101 55 41 37 27 5 266

The major reason given for not continuing with the H.S. language is the desire to study a

new language. Most of the students expressing this reason had Latin in H.S. and wished to

learn a modern language. Those that disliked the H.S. language did not necessarily dislike

the teaoherias can be. seen from their comments.

The oomparatively small number that stated the time lapse between H.S. and University as

their reason is surprising. It must be, however, kept in mind that a fair number of those

continuing with the H.S. language had also a time lapse, usually of one year.

A special study was made of the success of all freshmen in second 1-lar or advanced lan-

guage classes during the Fall semester of 1964. The results are !epresented in Table 10.

There are several points of interest in this table: ae high percentage of A's

and H's as mid-semester and final grades, 54% and 55%; second, the few failures and with-

drawals; third, the improvement made by the poorer (D) students during the last part of the

semester. Since 41.6$ of this group came from Waehoe County schools, the local FL teachers

may justly claim a good part of the credit l'or the achievement of their former students.

It should also be noted that 15 students in second-year classes, 11 in French and 4 in Span-

ish had a three-year H.S. preparation and should have taken the second-semester course of

the second college year. This course, however, was not offered in the Fall so that the

students either had to wait until Spring to follow the proper sequence in their language

study or forego the credit for their third-year H.S. language and take the Fall semester

course of the second college year. The fault here lies with the Foreign Language Department

at the University in not providing the opportunity for continuing the H.S. language without

a semester's break.
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It is to be expected that in the near future the number of freshmen entering the Univer-

sity from local schools with a three-year preparation in H.S. foreign languages will be much

larger. Last Fall, the Washoe County School Administration, realizing the shortcomings of

the present FL program, had authorized the newly appointed coordinator for the junior and

senior high schools, Mr. Marvin J. Roth, to devise a new improved program. Mr. Roth, a

veteran foreign language teacher and excellent organizer, worked out a plan which has been

approved by the administration and which will be in effect in September, 1965. It consists

of two programs of language instruction, a six-year sequence from grade 7 through grade 12

for FreLch, German, and Spanish and a three-year sequence from grade 10 to grade 12 for the

same languages plus Italian, Latin and Russian.

His master plan provides for a five-year transition period to start the new programs and

terminate the existing ones. He has also produced a guide for teachers which contains in-

structions about methods, materials, and aims to be reached at each level. This plan, if

carried out properly, should vastly improve the FL program in Washoe County,

The question is how will the Foreign Language Department at the University of Nevada

meet the challenge of better trained freshmen in foreign languages? This will be discussed

in a later part of this report.

For the successful implementation of the new program the following suggestions are

offered.

10 The new program of foreign language study in Washoe County public schools should be

widely publicized on radio and television programs, in newspaper articles and P-TA

meetings, Public support is needed to carry it out

2, Since students have no choice cf their senior high school, the attempt should be

made to offer equal opportunities for studying foreign languages in the three senior

high schools, Italian and R-ssian courses should not be confined each to one school.

3. The counsellors in all schools should urge interested students to take one foreign

language for at least three years. Talented students in the six-year program

should be advised to study a second foreign language in grades 10-12.
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4. With the necessarily larger number of FL classes in the new program, more teachers

will be needed. Qualified FL teachers should be given a full-time program in

teaching foreign languages.

5. The carefully integrated new program demands a tighter organisation of FL teachers

within the individual schools than is now in existence. The chairmen of FL depart-

ments should call frequent meetings to coordinate class work properly.

In the junior high schools where there are no chairmen appointed at the present

time, a member of the FL teaching staff or an administrator with experience in FL

instruction should be put in charge of the FL program in the school.

6, An effort should be made to limit class sizes to twenty students. The Modern

Language Association recommends 15 students as the maximum number in FL classes.
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TV THE TEACHERS

What kind of teachers are in charge of foreign language instruction in Washoe County

schools? The following tables will give factual information concerning them, which the

teachers furnished in their answers, to a questionnaire. (see Appendix B)

Table 11

SEX DISTRIBUTION OF FL TEACHERS IN WASHOE COUNTY

Female Male Total

Senior High Schcol 1.1. 6 17

JuLior High Scho.A 11. 12 23

T.Jtal 22 18 40

Table 12

YEARS OF FL TEACHING EXPERIENCE

1-3 years 4-6 years 7-12 years '15-32 years Tctal

22 11 4 40

Table L3

ACADEMIC UNDERGRADUATE PREPARATION 7N FOREIGN LANGUAGES OF FL TEACHERS IN
WASHOE COUNTY

Minor only Major only Major and Minor. Total

12 17 11 40

Table 14

GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS EARNED BY FL TEACHERS IN WASHOE COUNTY

CREDITS: No Grade 3-8 10-2U 24 30 over 30

14 9 9 4 4

or 35%
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Table 15

PARTICIPATION IN NDEA INSTITUTES BY FL TEACHERS FROM WASHOE COUNTY

Summer Inst.
1st level

11

Summer Inst.
1st & 2nd level

No Participation

20 or 50%

3

Academic Instructor Employed
year Inst. at Inst. by Inst.

2 2 2

Intend to apply in 1965

Table 16

11

WASHOE COUNTY FL TEACHERS WITH NATIVE OR NEAR-NATIVE ABILITY IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

German French Italian Spanish Total

5 4 2 9 20 or 50%

Table 17

TRAVEL, RESIDENCE, AND STUDY IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES OF WASHOE COUNTY FL TEACHERS

No Travel.

11 or 27.5%

6 weeks to 9 months to 3 to 6 years 10 years
4 months 2 years and more

F3t 11 6 4

Table 18

NUMBER OF LANGUAGES TAUGHT BY INDIVIDUALS IN WASHOE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Sr. H.S.

Jr. H.S.

One Language Two Languages Three Languages Total

11 5 1 17

20 3 23

Table 19

DAILY TEACHING LOAD OF WASHOE COUNTY FL TEACHERS IN NUMBER OF CLASSES

1 Class 2 Classes 3 Classes 4 Classes 5 Classes Total

10 17

5 23

Sr. H.S. 2 2 2 1

Jr. H.S. 4 3 5 6
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A summary of Tables 11-19 will reveal that the group ?S forty FL teachers shows some

strongly desirable features, There is an almost equal distribution between women and men; it

Is predominantly a grcap of yo,/rg pe,:ple; a good majority has a college major in foreign lan-

guages; onehalf of the group have had NDEA institute training; 50% may be rated as native or

near-native speakers; most ';f them have been abroad. The weaker features are the definite

lack of graduate studies and the fa .+ that only twenty-two out of forty have a nearly full-

time teaching load in foreign lang,,,age

These statistics, however, do not give the whole pitare. Through personal contact and

observation the auth,r 7i71Jiy remembers the gr.:4 a3 being compced of real people and not

,

statisti-al fig:,res, to olassronns were enjoyable experien.:Jes and many

conversations with the teachers pro-.ed to be iLlaminating and stimulating to him, He found

that most of the local. FL teachers are genuinely interested in teaching languages; that there

exists a friendly relationship between them and their st/dents; that they prepare their work

conscientiously day by day; that they create a class atmosphere cond'-cie to learning; and

that their tea thing sh_ws good result3,

If the following s.,;,ggesions imp-y of certain aspect: in the tea3hers" attitude,

it is hoped that they will be :indersd as es3entially friendly advice.

1. Since there seems t be little -omm ni:;ation between the FL teachers teahing in

the same school, they sh:.)ad. insLst Jri regular weekly or bi =weekly department meet-

ings for the p rpcDe cf dis7,s_ing the .-ommn _lass problems and coordinating pro-

gress, They might, pers-,ade the s-chc-_,I adminitration to arrange their ,schedules in

such a way that most if not *hem, share the same preparation period for

meetings,

2. Teachers sh,Ald be m: re -1..erart. They profess to tea -n the 1i7ing language bat

rejec- ac:,epable prmur-Lations - I,e- Castilan Spanish - and willf,ily substitute

important :4.1t Aral patterns salft a,s he famthar f:rms rf address with standard

formal forms ,f address. This Jfersimplification of the language 1.3 arbitrary and

not in the interest of learning a "flying language",

3, Teachers should imprve their own language skills. Even native speakers run the
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danger of using English language patterns in their native speech if not constantly

on guard against it. Extensive reading in the language they are teaching should be

a part of their recreation. Listening to practice tapes and frequently recording

their own voice will lead to improvement.

4. Teachers should join the national organisations in their special field. The Amer-

ican associations of language teachers publish periodicals of high quality. Many

teachers complain that the articles in the professional magazines are too scholarly

to be of use to them for their teaching experience. This criticism is not valid. In

the first place, these magazines contain a wealth of information about new teaching

materials, experiments, methods and important news from the national level in the

field of languages. It is absolutely necessary that the language teacher be con-

stantly reminded that he plays an important part in carrying out a nation-wide pro-

gram. In the second place, as a college graduate, the teacher should, to some ex-

tent, cultivate scholarly interests in order to widen his horizon and to avoid the

danger of intellectual stagnation.

5. Teachers should show more interest in the graduate program offered by the Foreign

Language Department of the University of Nevada. During the last two years a few

graduate courses in German and Spanish have been scheduled in the late afternoon

mostly for the convenience of local teachers, but very few of them took advantage of

this opportunity. Since the FL Department is under-staffed it could ill afford to

offer these courses and may have to abandon them for lack of enrollment.
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V THE METHOD

During one of his visits the observer was asked by a teacher whether the real purpose of

his survey was to appraise the effectiveness of the new method. He had to confess that this

was one of his main aims.

It should be made clear that the audiolingual method has been introduced into many schools

and colleges, but that there is still a substantial number of traditional teachers opposing

the new approach to language learning. The NDEA institutes have been retraining language

teachers in the view method; more than half of all the FL teachers in the country were partici-

pants in these institutes and are largely following the new direction in language teaching.

A method depends a good deal on the teaching and learning materiais used, but not entirely so.

It is the teacher, after all, who . .ises the method and will vary it according to his personal

inclinations and individuality. If he accepts it as a set of rules to be followed mechani-

cally, he ceases to be creative and stimulating, and his students will go through the motions

without enthusiasm. This is the case with any method. It is therefore wrong to condemn a

new method because it is mechanically applied.

The audiolingual approach is easily misunderstood as an incessant oral drill consisting of

repetitions in chorus of speech patterns in the foreign language, varied only by the recital of

memorized dialogs, As a matter of fact, the new method Is based on the principle that learn-

ing a new language is primarily learning new skills with well-defined steps of progress. The

four basic skills to be acquired through constant, practice are oral comprehension or listening

and understanding, speaking, reading, and finally writing. This is the natural way in which

every person has learned his native language, which is in sharp contrast to the way in which

languages have been taught in schools traditionally; where reading and writing came first and

oral comprehension and speaking last, if ever,

The audiolingual method does not permit a teacher to talk about the foreign language in

English, i.e. to give lengthy explanations about grammar, Yet grammar is taught by means of

pattern drills. The recognition that each language possesses its own peculiar speech patterns

which must, be practised before mastery of a language can be achieved, to the development
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of a great variety of exercises, usually referred to as pattern drills. They are carefully

structured and demand constant practice over a period of years. After the practice of a set

of these drills, explanations-as much as possible in the foreign language-are given about

their place within the structure of the language. This is teaching grammar in the modern way.

The mainstay of a modern language class is the dialog. By means of dialogs about real

life situations, such as "Lunch-time", "Before School", "A Trip to Town", the living language

is learned in small sections. The dialogs are practised in chorus, memorized, and then dram-

atized, usually by individuals. The audio-lingual approach requires a tremendous effort and

contrci from the teacher, He is the model for sounds and actions, he is supposed to master

the language, to be thoroughly trained in modern teaching techniques which require him to

be an able cirrus leader, stimulating stage manager and actor in order to keep the class

alive and learning. He has at his disposal more effective mechanical aids than ever before

in the history of language teaching: the record player and tape recorder, the language

laboratory.

About two years ago, the Washoe County schools adopted, for all modern languages, the

newest and best language materials on the market; the A-LM, produced by Harcourt, Brace &

World, Inc" 1963. The three senior high schools in the district possess a language lab and

the junior high school-3' language classes have tape recorders and record players at their

disposal,

Since only one half of the FL teachers in this district were trained by NDEA institutes,

the other half had to learn how to teach the audiolingual way. Some of them were, and still

are very critical of the new method and the new materials. It should be said here, emphati-

cally, that institute training can not convert a weak teacher into a strong one and that a

traditional teacher is not automatically a poor teacher, But the weak traditional teacher

may improve through thorcugh training in modern techniques and the effective traditional

teacher will have employed consciously or instinctively quite a number of the devices advo-

cated by the aadiolinguists,

To what extent is the new method and laboratory practice followed in our schools? A par-

tial answer may be found in Table 20.
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Table 20

NUMBER OF STUDENTS TAUGHT BY THE AUDIOLINGUAL METHOD IN HIGH SCHOOL. NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO
HAD H.S. LANGUAGE LAB AVAILABLE. AVERAGE WEEKLY HOURS OF LAB PRACTICE. USE OF MECHANICAL

AIDS IN CLASSROOMS. (From 581 students at the FL Department, University of Nevada, Fall, 1964.

Audiolingual No. of students No. of students with No. of students with
method used with H.S. language regular lab practice use of phonograph and

lab. 1 hr. or more per week. tape recorder in class-
room instruction

209 238

36% 41%

160

25%

109

19%

It must be remembered that 79 of the 660 language students returning the questionnaire

(see Appendix A) had no H.S. language, hence the figure 581 (see Table 7). Also, that one

third of the 660 students came from Washoe County. It may be reasonable to assume that Table

20 reflects the situation now existing in this district.

The following facts are significant. Although 36% profess to have been taught by the audio-

lingual method, 41% had a language laboratory available in their schools and only 25% had

regular lab practice. The smallest number, 19%, saw standard class equipment, the tape re-

corder and phonograph, employed in language instruction. The conclusions to be drawn from

these facts afro that the audiolingual method was not carried out in the most effective manner

and that expensive equipment in classrooms and laboratories, most of the time, is silently

gathering dust. No wonder that one high school principal seriously considers giving away

his laboratory to another school to gain valuable classroom space.

It is true that in the three senior H.S. lab schedules are made up to allow practice for

every first and second-year language class. Yet, general use of the lab was noticed in only

one senior H.S. The material to be found in the high school language laboratories consists

mainly of practice tapes and records. For lack of advanced material there is little induce-

ment for teachers of third and fourth-year language classes to take their students to the lab.

Furthermore, some teachers shy away from handling mechanical equipment because they have little

or no training for it or do not like to bother with it. A straw vote taken among junior H.S.
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language teachers revealed that one half of them would like to have a lab installed in their

school; the other half did not think it necessary.

What do students now in college foreign language classes think of their language instruc-

tion in high school? Since they have now a better perspective and a better means of compar-

ison, their opinions have great value. An overall estimate of high school language teaching

is shown in Table 21.

Table 21

RATING OF FOREIGN LANGTTVT, iNTRUCTION IN HIGH SCHOOL BY 581 STUDENTS AT THE FL DEPARTMENT,
TINwttsr7r OF wAna F6LT49 )64. ( 43 rated instruction in two classes differently)

jp

.

Excellent VOW Fair Poor

146
4/

192 190 96

54.3% 30.4 15.3%

The above rating is essentially a rating of teachers and as such presents a favorable pic-

ture of the quality of FL- instruction in high school. There is a definite correlation be-

tween the 15.3% of poor instruction in Table 21 and poor preparation as a reason for not con-

tinuing with the H.S. language in college (see Table 9). Since not all of the students ex-

plained their ratings, the comments listed in Appendix C contain more criticism than praise

of their H.S. instruction in foreign languages. It must be said, however, that the comments

were selected for their constructive value. They illuminate the language situation both in

the schools and in college and largely confirm the author's opinion gained by his own exper-

ience and observations.

The following discussion is therefore based on the observer's judgment and the student

comments presented in Appendix C, A perusal of these comments will at once point out the

dilemma of the FL student in the present period of transition between the old and new method,

between his varied language experiences in high school and his no less varied experiences in

college language classes. How great is his dilemma? A glance at Tables 21 and 10 may be

reassuring as to the quality of FL instruction in high school and the success of freshmen in



advanced college language classes. Yet, there are many problems to be solved because of the

differences in emphasis and attitudes between high school and college in regard to FL instruc.

tion.

At the present time the main reason for the FL student's dilemma is perhaps the short two-

year H.S. language program. With longer sequences provided in the near future, the graduates

from local high schools will face fewer difficulties in continuing their FL studies at the

university. Some obstacles, however, will always be present. These could, and should, be

mostly removed by an improved cooperation between the schools and the university. To this

end the following points will be discussed.

It must be stressed that it is not the author's intention to refer to any school or indi-

vidual in particular, nor will he quote individual student comments as evidence. It is

rather,,. the sum total of all factors concerned which will enable him to discuss basic issues.

1. Regardless of differences in methods and approaches there must be an a reement as to

the aims of FL instruction on the various levels.

High school and college FL teachers must recognize that at the present time the objective of

attaining a "reading" knowledge in foreign languages has mainly been replaced by the demand

for proficiency in the four language skills,

2. The traditional equation of one year high school FL with one semester college FL has

been a myth created in registrar offices. The difference in the age of the students and

the slow pace of H.S. instruction compared with the accelerated tempo in college courses

make it nearly impossible for the individual with only one year H.S. language to continue in

college. This has little to do with the change in methods. The FL Department at the Uni-

versit of Nevada shouldusellacement tests to avoid hardshi to students not well enou h

LErearec,second,year or advanced class as well as to prevent the lowering of standards

in college coursIEL.gighschool rades ma also be a factor laplasIEELEIAliskRmettly

3. For the larger number of students entering the university in the near future with a

three-year H.S. preparation in FLs, the University FL Department will offer the proper se-

quence, i.e., a fourth-semester course in the Fall as well as in the Spring semester. Next

Fall a special section in French and Spanish each will be set up for incoming freshmen with



this preparation It is stronly su g ested that these sections be regarded as a means to

bride the between hi :h school and college and not as an automatic continuation of the

third-semester-

4° The University FL Department proposes to designate certain courses open to freshmen

entering with four or more years in a high school language. These courses are Intermediate

Composition and Conversation and The General Survey of Literature in the respective languages.

Since these are year courses, carrying three credits per semester each, the entering freshman

interested in languages will have ample opportunity to continue his studies without trouble.

After one year of these general studies, the students will be more used to college work and

will be better able to undertake more specialized studies in languages. It is,

suggested that the Universit FL De artment carefull delineate the contents sco es and

JarIri,nods for these courses. The same should be done for all first and second-year courses.

15. The audiolingual method has been severely critized. The main points in question will

[ be taken up as follrms.

a. It is too mechanical and does not lay a solid foundation for further study by neglect-

ing the study of formal grammar, reading and writing.

This criticism is really not directed towards the method, but its imperfect application

and the material used. A difference in teaching approach should be made judiciously as to

the age group 3r_mcerned. The enthusiastic voices of the seventh and eighth graders reciting

readily in French, German and Spanish grow fainter and even bored in the higher grades.

Sophistication5 self--,;onscioasness and a more analytical attitude of the older students

hamper the teacher's effort to go through all the steps he finds prescribed to reach the

goal. The best starting point fcr learning languages is in the lower grades, and the lower

the better. A six-year old child has a better capacity of hearing and imitating without

hesitation any sound than a teen-ager° The teenagers and college students are used to reading

and writing, If largely confined to the world of sounds in a foreign language class, they

feel treated as children and become frustrated. The eternal pattern drill bores them, they

want to ask questions, receive explanations, be stimulated intellectually by tidbits of
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cultural information andestheticallyby poems and selections from literature. But the

teacher must go through his drills, the method demands it. There is little, if any, time for

such "frills".

The attem t should be made to ada t the method to the agegrobauE12,-L. Readingand

writlujay be introduced earlier in the tenth EEEI than in the seventh. Additional reading,

material should be used and more written homework be assi ned to the older children.

b, The audiolingual method tends to treat an impersonal learning atmosphere and does not

encourage individual efforts.

In fact, this is the main impression gained from observing class instruction most of the

time, The teacher seems tc be constantly directing -_be cla'3s. In practicing the dialog, he

demands group recitation; in drilling patterns, group recitation; in asking for immediate

response, again it is mostly group respcnse. This procedure is cf course essential, it is

the very backbone of the method, tut if there is little or no stimulation for individual

efforts, it loses ma.h of its effect, it is true that responses from individuals are also

often demanded, Yet J.': is mainly the teaher who is demanding, Whenever the effort was

made to let the students take over in conduting an informal. conversation among themselves,

was rarely successf.0

In the few in where stimulated ,..:nvt,rsatiors between students was Observed, the

teacher had first drilled the class in spee:h patterns belonging to a certain topic, such

as "clock tIme", "weather", "meals"4 then practiced the pronumiation of additional vocabu-

lary which was already written on the blackb ard, and finally let the students formulate

their own ci,.estions and answers, whi7;h were always, of course, corrected immediately by the

teacher, This type of practice is the beginrang of reaL conversation and could be started

fairly soon,

Another more advanced method to achieve a general discussion was used in the following way,

The tea,cher called a student before -Ltl.e :Lass read a narrative composed at home by the

student, The individual students Cher asked questions abcat the theme presented tc them by

their fellow student.

In both instances the teacher had momentarily ceased his directing. The students were not
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responding to stereotype demands but tried to use the patterns which they had learned, which

after all, is the real purpose of pattern practice.

A welcome and amusing change for a language class is the replacement of the teacher as

drill leader by one of the students. Here the individual must exert himself and will be

prompted to do his best,., because the teacher and the whole class will notice and immediately

correct his blunders,

The audiolin: al method can and must be used to stimulate the individual to converse in

the lan: a e as soon and as often as ossible.

c. The method may lead to a general understanding of the FL but it does not assure an

exact knowledge of the meaning of words and the structure of the language.

The traditional approach did not only demand a good portion of the class time for detailed

explanations of grammatical constructions in English, it also leaned heavily on translation

from the FL into English and vice versa. The result was - and still is in too many classes -

that English was dominating in foreign language instruction, as much as half of the precious

time reserved for the study of an FL was wasted on translation exercises from one language

into the other, The double aim was to ascertain exact meanings and to apply grammatical rules

in the correct way,

At first thought9 translation seems to be indispensable for students who do not grow up

in a bilingual or multilingual environment and whose experience with the FL is restricted to

class instruction. Not all real life situations and only basic speech patterns can be pre-

sented and practiced in FL classes, no matter how long the program. But two-way translations

usually result in creating an artificial language both ways: stilted and unnatural English by

translating the FL idioms verbatim, and a "school" French, German, Spanish, etc. which is

far removed from the living language. A good translation requires a mastery of both languages

which can be gained only after extended study and experience.

This does not mean that conversational phrases could not be translated successfully at ar

early stage of FL study. Indeed, this type of translation is commonly used to test the

understanding of the FL. In some classes observed it was definitely carried too far: the

dialog and pattern practice in the FL became a translation exercise which interrupted the
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learning process,

However, meanings must be clear to the student learning a FL. Otherwise, the aueliolingual

method will produce a large number of FL illiterates. The skillful teacher will know when to

ask for a clarification of the meaning of a phrase or word in the FL. If possible, this

clarification should be given in the FL and only in English, if absolutely necessary.

There is no excuse for the student e osed to the audiolin -al method not to know exacto
meanings. All trul audiolin: al textbooks offer En lish translation of dialo s vocabular-

nk:Lish e lanations of the FL structure. The teacher must

make sure that he does not assume too muc..h understandlagoLleanInEs on the one hand, and on

the he shcuId curb his ten.cleEng.1.1f3 _ranslations anicjemlanations ap time-

savinEItvi?,es,

d. FL instruction needs to make better use of laboratories available and technical aids in

the classroom,

This point was discussed on page 23 with reference to Table 20. The following suggestions

might be made.

1, In order to assure full. use of the language laboratory9 the school administration

should place the most suitable FL teacher in charge of it.

2. Besides regular practice hours for all classes, lab schedules should also provide

additional hours to be used optionally by interested students and teachers.

3, Student help may be employed 1-JJ assist in the operation f the lab.

4, The :language clubs may be stimulated o arrange special lab programs and to carry

cut special lab projects.

5. The lab library of tapes and records should be enlarged to include cultural mater-

ial for advanced classes,

6, The significance of a language laboratory for FL instruction should be placed in

the righ+ perspective to the public by means of public demonstrations, P-TA programs,

newspaper articles,

7. Teachers should make more use of teaching aids, Nearly all classrooms visited

were equipped with a tape recorders a record player and a set of practice tapes. From his

forty-two visits the observer recalls only four instances when the tape recorder was uscad
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for class drill and two occasions of listening to a song from a record. It is possible

that he may have visited classes at the wrong time and that mechanical aids are used more

often, The obvious advantages of using this equipment are firstly that the teacher may

rest his voice, a great necessity for a language teacher who has to use his voice almost

incessantly in five or more classes a day, and secondly, that the students hear the language

spoken by native speakers from commercial tapes.

e. The audio-lingual method fails to prepare H.S. students adequately for FL courses in

college.

The fact that more than half of the students entering the university with two years of an

11, from H.S. does not continue with their FL (see p. 12, Table 8) is not entirely due to the

ludiolingual instruction. Not all of these students were trained by this method and most of

those who successfully continued (see p. 14, Table 10) came from audiolingually orientated

LS. classes.

As stated beforeA the waste of FL instruction :in high school is mainly due to the short

two-year program still. generally in existence. Since it will be continued for various reasons

'or some years to come, a strengthening of the program might reduce the number of FL "drop-

puts" and help the others over some difficulties in second-year college FL classes.

The following suggestions are offered to achieve this effect. They concern, of course, the

alr21:YEE-EPtE2Zram

1® College-bound students should be advised to take the FL in their junior and senior

high school years,

2. Wherever possible, the school might set up honor sections in foreign languages for

linguistically talented students.

3. The honor sections may prefer to use a modern college text instead of the A-LM

now used in local schools,

4. Since the scope of the second level A-LM (second year H.S.) falls short of that of

the first-year FL college course in vocabulary, reading, writing, and structural analysis,

additional material must be used to prepare the college-bound student better for the

second-year college course. The University FL Department should be willing to suggest

s.0
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suitable supplementary materials.

5. The increase in material to be covered would necessitate au accelerated tempo in

these high school FL classes. It is assumed that most of the students in such classes are

college-bound juniors and seniors. For them, the program may be tightened. Not all pattern

practices in the A-LM texts are of equal importance Some may even be skipped, others held

to a minimum.

These older students should be made responsible for a larger portion of home work and

self study than has been the case heretofore. A good amount of outside reading and writing

assignments will force them into good study habits and prepare them better for college work.

At this age they should be made to realize that a goad deal of learning must take

place outside the classroom and that their teachers can only guide them in their own

efforts. The criticism by students and educators that the audiolingual method in FL

classes does not challenge the intelligent student enough, will then be without basis.
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VI

THE DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA.

The last chapter of this report will discuss the Department of Foreign Languages at the

University of Nevada, Reno Campus, as it appeared in Fall, 1964. For the sake of brevity,

data on enrollment and the distribution of students in various aspects are presented in

Appendix D, Tables 22-35.

Although these data will be subject to change from year to year, it may be assumed that

the percentages of Nevada and Washoe County students in the total enrollment will remain

fairly constant. Two significant facts can be learned from Table 35: first, that nearly two-

thirds of the students come from Nevada, and second, that one-third of the total FL enroll-

ment comes from Washoe County schools. These figures place the University FL Department in

an important position within the Nevada and Washoe County FL programs.

For FL students from Washoe County, the University Department is even of more importance

than it is for the rest of the state because of its location inthe district and because one-

half of the FL teachers in Washoe County received their language instruction there. In

addition, one-fourth of the local FL teachers were trained in NDEA Summer Language Institutes

conducted by the Department on the Reno Campus.

In spite of this close interrelation between the local schools and the University in

respect to the 'FL program, little cooperation exists between them. The author sincerely hopes

that his view of the local FL program, which always included the University Department, might

help to bring about mutual understanding of problems existing and cordial cooperation in sol-

ving them.

In the Fall semester of 1964, the ten staff members of the department instructed 776

students in six languages; French, German, Italian, Latin, Russian and Spanish (see Tables 23-

32, Appendix D). They taught a total of 38 classes, which means that the average number of

individual classes per instructor was four. This average teaching load is high for univer-

sity conditions, especially when it is noted that advanced and even graduate courses, which

require a great deal of preparation and research, are included.

It should also be pointed out that in the lower division the average class size was con-
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siderably larger in the University than it was in the local high schools; 25.6 against 19.3

and 19.5 (see Table 31, Appendix D and Tables 3 and 4, p.7).

With the author included, five members of the staff have a Ph.D. and three are working for

this degree. The remaining three have a M. A. Besides, five are native speakers and nearly

all of the others approach native ability in the languages which they are teaching. Most of

them are multilingual.

The Department offers major programs in French9 German and Spanish. In Italian, Latin,

and Russian, only two-year programs are available as yetp Graduate courses in the three

major languages leading to a master's degree have been carefully outlined, but only a few can

be offered each semester and none during the summer.

Since Summe 19619 the Department has taken an active part in the national FL program by

conducting NDEA Summer Language Institutes for secondary teachers of French and Spanish. The

first two were directed by the author/ and the following two by Dr. Charles V. Wells, Chair-

man of the Department, who will conduct his third institute for teachers of French this sum-

mern Several staff members and teachers of local schools, as well, have been teaching at

these institutes., By the end of this sammer, well over two hundred teachers of French and

Spanish will have received institute training at. the University of Nevada, in Rene.

Instructing future FL teachers throughort the academic year has been one of the majcr

functions of the Department for a long tine. A course in the methods of teaching tereign

languages under the auspices of the Coll e of E&Ication ha. I,een eteiducted by a s'..aff member

of the FL Department for some years. Srpelisi(n of student teachers in foreiEe iu-Ignages is.

however, still handled by the College oi E.14caelen. The pauci4 cf graduate eouree offerings

dictated by lack of staff has unfortueately 'iamlered the Department in its efforts to continue

:.he education and training of its gradue oe who are now FL teachers,

The Department operates two language 3aberaoTiee, wele accemmodating tb,Ley eLedete under

ideal conditions, which cannot always be maintained to mechanical failures. Yet every

beginner in a modern language is scheduled to spend WD hours a week in the lab, one hour for

group practice aeld the other for individual practice. Attendance recozds are etrictly kept

Mr. Marvin j. Roth, now coordinator of jr. and sr, higle schools was his ase.)eaate dreetor

in both.
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by student lab assistants and instructors. Second-year and advanced classes also have

opportunities to use the laboratories.

In the first and second year of modern languages, audiolingual texts are generally used,

although the audiolingual approach is consistently practiced only by an estimated one!hird

of the instructors. It is the author's candid opinion that many of the observations in the

preceding chapter on the method are not only valid for high school teachers, but for college

instructors as well.

As a former chairman of the department and as a senior member of twenty-four years' service,

the author fully realizes that college instructors are the most independent and individualis-

ti3 members cf the tea:hing profession. These qualities are to be appreciated by advanced

st.,lents who need to be exposed tc different approaches, stimulated by a variety of ideas)

and forced to deal with the challenge thrust toward them by different personalities. The

beginner, however) should feel that his language instruction is carried out systematically

and evenly in all :lasses so that a change from one section to another necessitated by the

change in his schedule from one semester to the next does not hamper his progress. In the

same way) the freshman entering the University with an FL preparation of several years should

feel confident that his continuation in an FL college class is not made difficult by arbitrary

standards andirrnitia procedures of individual instructors.

The department should be aware of its role within the national FL program and the local

program as well, The .following suggestions are intended to alert the department to that

effect,

1, The rule that a student may fulfill his FL requirement in the College of Arts and

Science by taking one year each in two languages should be iescinded. Since the high school

st,adent should be advised against the insufficient two-year FL program, the college student

should be required to take four semesters in one language to assure fair proficiency in it and

not a nodding acquaintance with two, In the interest of better language learning, the depart-

ment should bring this point to the attention of the faculty of the College of Arts and Science.

2. The department should institute a series of meetings in which aims and methods for

first and second-year courses, also courses in composition and conversation and surveys of
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literature are discussed and agreed upon.

3. The department should urge its members tc observe class instruction in foreign

languages on all levels, from the seventh grade in Junior LS, to all college classes, when-

ever possible. A new and exciting feature of the NDEA language institutes was the opportunity

for any staff member to visit any class taught at the institute. Since method and demonstration

classes in the institutes were conct.,cted by highly qaalified high school teachers, the academic

institute staff was able to observe FL teaching in the schools at its best and profited

greatly from it as did the teachers frcm visiting the more academic classes, This is the most

desirable kind cf :coperati;:n amcng FL teachers cf all Levels.

4, The larger number of the majcr-; and minors in the department intend tc teach foraign

languages, Their knowledge of and experience in the language is chiefly derived frcm class

work, The mcre they hear, the mcre they practice the FL in their classes, the better their

preparation for teaching it,

Let it be resolved that the_use cf the English .Language is reduced to a bare mina= in

all classes of the exiat whl2hrillght alsc

be takenty_students frcm cther daartments,,

5. To promote an adequate graduate pr.gram, why. °.h the department has actually worked out

but cannot implement, the University AdministratiAl sh.:uld be asked to provide teaching assis-

tants for the department to release qualified. st,aff members from teaching beginning courses

so that they may offer mcre advan.:..ed and graduate courses, These graduate assistants should

be subjected tc caref,_ training fcr and supervisicn in their teaching beginning language

classes by experienced staff members, Nc effe:t.ive graduate program can be started in the

department without the help of teahing assistants,

6, Whenever possible, advaned ard graduate curses dealing with oral and written practice,

linguistics and structural review in the three ma2 r fcreign languages should be offered in

late afternoon or evening hours for the benefit of local FL teachers.

7. The attempt should be made t cffer advanced and graduate courses in foreign languages

on the Reno Campus during the summer,

8, As soon as practical, the Italian and issian programs should be expanded,
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9. Student teachers in foreign languages should be supervised by a language specialist.

The department should collaborate with the College of Education in determining whether a

member of its own staff or of the staff in Education would be the most suitable for this job.

At any rate, this supervisor should have experience in teaching modern foreign languages

according to modern techniques. Preferably, he should have taught in a NDEA language

institute.

10. The department should insist that certification of language teachers be partly based

on an acceptable degree of proficiency in foreign languages. Major and minor students

intending to teach languages should be made aware of this fact early during their time of

preparation. The degree of proficiency may be determined by administering national tests

developed by the MLA for the four basic language skills.
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APPENDIX A

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

RENO, NEVADA

Que A

FALL, 1964

NEVADA SURVEY OF THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

NOTE: Your courtesy in answering the following questions will be greatly appreciated.
Please use the reverse side for longer comments. C. W. F. Metz,

Name

Language

INIalIMMMINN

Course Sec.

Major

1. Name and locality of your high school

2. Languages studied in H.S. Give years of study for each.

3. Was the audiolingual method. used in your school?

4. Did your school have a language labcratory?

5. If so, how much lab practice did yea ha7e per week?

6. If note what mechanical aids were used In language "lasses?

7. Did you continue your high scla7,oi language in college?

8 If so, did you en-Jounter diffilties in taking an advanced college language course?
Please explain,

Instructor

9 If you did not continue with your high school language in college, give reasons for it.

10. How would you rate your language instruction in high school? Was it excellent, good,
fair, poor? Please underline the appropriate term and comment on your rating.

11. Have you traveled or resided, abroad? Where and for how long?

12. Do you speak a foreign language at your home and/or do you hear it spoken?
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

TO:

FROM: Marvin J. Roth

December 4, 1964

Please complete the following questionnaire and return to Mr. Roth at your earliest conven-

ience. This information is being gathered for a research project being conducted by Dr. Melz,
Dr. Melz, of course, will use only total figures, not individual cases.

1. How many years have you been teaching? (Including this year)

2. How many years have you taught foreign languages? (Including this year)

3. How many semester hours do you have in each language? (Including institutes)

Larlatze. E121-2ELM21Hrs° Grad. Hrs.

gMappps.mm

7:==11=1=11..

40 How many months have you either travelled, lived or studied abroad?

Country Number of Months

5. Institutes you have attended:

Institution

INM1111

Language Year

6, Do you plan to apply for an institute for the summer of 1965? Yes No
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Selected and classified comments from college students (see Appendix A) concerning their
H.S. instruction in FLs.

1. Method

My chief difficulty was the change in stress. In high school, speaking ability, not grammar,
was emphasized. In college I found the opposite was true. Now I flounder with rules and
tenses I really never noticed before,

Spent too much time learning dialogues and never learned the fundamental rules.

I feel that the audiolingual method taught in high school doesn't prepare a student for the
grammatical usages which one would encounter in the college course. (I would have failed
French)

Our instractcr believed in teaohing cccversational French and because I knew so little grammar
T fee: I wooLd flunk a 200 course (23cd year college).

The study igas centered around grammar and verb conciagation and not much practical usage.

I learned the language very fast and enjoyed the way in which it was taught, All of the
students were carrying on conversations in French by the end of two years.

It involved mostly the memorizing of vocabulary lists with little grammar or practice in
speaking. The tests were 95% vocabulary.

I believe that it is much better to learn the grammar, vocabulary, etc., and then learn how
to speak than to learn tc speak and know what yo.k are saying as retention is very poor
in this method!"

Not enough interstudent conversation in that language class,

Not eno.;gh stress was placed on trans:a c.on. 7..c give the ccoarse any real value.

Gcod concentration on vocabulary ar.d pr n..iiatIon but not so much on usage.

Our instructor taught grammar and 7ocabliary of Spanish and really pounded it into us, but
there was not much speech practice or listening and comprehending.

We only memorized dialogues which gare very little fundamentals of the language and little
speaking ability.

Teacher spent very little time on speakIng: all emphasis was on writing.

I found difficulty in the change from the traditional method to the contemporary method. I
also had trouble with one teazher. !-,eaching Castilian and another South American Spanish,

In the 9th grade - poor - I learned many things which I later learned were wrong. In high
school, generally FAIR, with the exoeption of 3rd year French from Miss ---- Which was
exellent, as we read literature ar.d much study was required, I learned grammir very well,
bu', still cannot speak French as fluently as I feel I should.

The courses were all grammar.

I notioed that the ALM method of mainly speaking presents a certain amount of difficulty
with the grammar taught in college. This I Observed, howe7er, not from my own experience,
but from that of my fellow students,
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The 101 & 102 courses in language at the university are taught much in the same manner as I
was taught in my last two years of high school, but I wasn't prepared adequately in high
school for the great amount of Spanish grammar I encountered here. We went into grammar
very little in high school.

Grammar was lacking since there was so much emphasis on spoken Spanish. Today I would not
be able to make up my own sentences but I could read with good accent.

Not enough emphasis was put on becoming familiar with the language, rather, it was repeating
basic sentences and changing them according to grammatical rules and not understanding the
words, It was too mechanical.

I had two different instructors for two different years and both taught completely different.
The first one taught the old way; the second one taught the new way.

I have no confidence in speaking and I will not find the elementary conversation practice
that I need in a college course,

The instruction was fair - my first year was very poor and I received a poor foundation in
my first year - and encountered considerable difficulty in writing the language.

No real difficulties, ALM was very helpful and complete.

The audiolingual method is much easier (than the grammatical). You never learn much grammar,
and can achieve good grades without effort,

The course wasn't challenging enough for college bound students.

Not enough practical application, Also we talked in lab but did not know what we were saying,

I got good grades in Spanish, but didn't put forth any effort and did not know my Spanish well.

My Spanish instruction was fair, My German instruction was good except that all we learned
was pronunciation and not grammar.

I felt the instructor was excellent but I also felt that the ALM program did not teach the
student any grammar or very little vocabulary.

My background was too far behind me and too limited. I needed help with verbs and vocabulary.
Studying mostly grammar and little conversation makes me inept at speaking and understanding.

I didn't care for fourth year French because we never did anything, and I lost interest in
French,

There was 1 .instructor teaching 7 courses a day, There was no practice for speaking in the
other language of German. Interest in the field of language was not inspirP)d among the
students.

The language instruction was fair, but the audiolingual was new and the instructors had to
learn also how to teach it.

My background in Spanish in high school was good so the college courses were not difficult;
in fact, I didn't feel they were challenging enough.

I didn't learn the grammatical part of Spanish well enough to take advanced Spanish. Also,

I wanted to learn a new language.
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Not enough study required.

I seem to have a good background for this 203 course. After 2 years of high school French I
was convinced I hadn't learned a thing, but this apparently is not the case.

I had been used to audiolingual where French was spoken but not seen. There was little
grammar studied. So when I came to college I had no background for the written course.

My teachers knew even less about the method of teaching than I did. Both knew nothing about
the French language and therefore were unable to teach adequately. Therefore I know nothing
about what I'm doing now.

The entire concentration on audiolingual in high school left me unprepared for any drill in
written grammar.

I did not know anything about verb conjugation or past tenses. Also many words I know for
speaking but not for writing.

I feel my accent could not be better. I am fully in favor of audiolingual but it must be
continued to do any good.

The so-called ALM method is a farce and an insult to intelligence. Through this approach,
modern educators seem to think it is more important to be able to order butter than under-
stand the language.

My 2 years of ALM material constitutes less than a year of college material I am sure. I

have purchased a first year book and am trying to catch up on my own. The biggest problem
is grammar, both in terms and practice, and the use of various prepositions. I have diffi-
culty in choosing the correct preposition to use. The pronunciation aspect of ALM is excel-
lent; however it should be supplemented in high school (2nd year) by a first year German
college -level book.

Much of the sentence structures, the dative case and vocabulary was not stressed or even
covered at all in German.

Some of the fundamentals were learned and pronuriciation but not enough grammar or vocabulary.

The high school ALM method did not adequately prepare me to cope with college German -
vocabulary is small and lack of grammatical knowledge.

2. Teacher

felt the teacher due to her travels in other countries, to the class was more interesting,
but she herself was too easy on grading.

The particular instructor would have been better if he hadn't been so "easy going".

He was not extremely helpful. He merely read to us from the text.

The teacher was dull, the lessons too simple, and discipline in the class was non-existent.

Although i received, very high grades in Spanish, my teachers were very lax and I do not feel
I know enough about Spanish to take an advanced college course.

Freshman French I took in junior high school. We were not made to do anything. The teacher
talked about his war experiences.
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Exceptionally smart teachers but they had poor teaching methods - not strict enough.

For both teachers it was their first year teaching and they weren't too sure what they were
doing. In second year we tried the audiolingual method for awhile and then changed back to
the book method, so we only got through 1st year grammar.

Under Mrs. --- the language instruction was excellent. We learned about all phases of life
in Spain, We learned songs and poems, In addition to going along with the book, our class
had informal conversations in Spanish, gave speeches in Spanish, and discussed the history
of Spain. We saw slides she had taken in Spain. She was an inspiration to me, and because
of her classes, I have decided to major in Spanish, My most enjoyable high school exper-
iences were in her class,

The teachers were well qualified, but some couldn't manage the class making it difficult
for some to learn.

The teacher was good, but didn't work us hard enough.

My teacher was mere interested in the athletic department than Spanish. He did not make us
work enough, espedally in the second year.

My Spanish teacher had lived in Spain and Mexico, she could speak the language like a native.
She coupled her teaching with stories and culture periods.

I enjoyed the class because the teacher did not limit himself to strict grammar instruction -
he talked about culture and ideas. However, I don't believe I really got a strong background.

I didn't feel that she had very good control oJer her class. She seemed to know the language
fairly well, bit didn't get it across to her students.

I had much difficulty learning Spanish because the teachers teaching it had probably never
heard any real. natives speak and had some difficulty in doing so themselves.

I did not feel that my teacher had any real interest in teaching.

It was mainly verbs, singular words, and translation.

Fair, she did not take time to let the individual understand what was happening. She made
learning Spanish an unliked task instead of an enjoying one.

3, Teacher-student relation

There was too much emphasis on the ALM method and not enough teacher-student relationship.

I believe it was much less personal than college courses and had little individual stimulus
and help.

All tests were oral and they weren't very important as to our final grade. He showed very
little interest. The students were bored and lost during the greatest part of the two years.
We were never taught rules or standard ideas to go on in learning the language.

Too much emphasis was placed on the ALM method and not enough on student-teacher relationship.

The instructor did not take any personal interest in -tie student, but only taught the course
as one unit. If one student was behind, he couldn't 7aive special help.
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40 Tempo

There wasn't enough oral work. The last year our class as a whole did not accomplish much;
we didn't seem to progress.

Very slaw. Time wasted.

I could not continue because didn't have enough background to do the work sufficiently.
In two years we barely covered one year's course of study.

I felt that the instruction was good but could have been improved by moving faster along.

I learned very little in high school.

I find that college languages are more difficult because they go much faster. I also find
that I am learning much more now in college.

The Spanish was fair, we went very slowly and didn't learn rapidly. It was often boring.
Part of this may be due to the fact that many students took Spanish because it was supposedly
easy. They didn't work too hard.

The German was very good, We went at a faster rate and had a better class. The teacher was
more interesting.

In college quantity rather than quality is the apparent goal and I felt that it was hard to
adjust to the rapid speed of learning so much.

50 Laboratory

Good instructor, but no laboratory and not many other aids.

The language lab was not used enough, and not enough conversational Spanish spoken.
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Table 22

FOREIGN LANGUAGE ENROLLMENT IN THE TOTAL ENROLLMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, FALL,
1964.

No. of regular full -time
student:, on the Reno Campus

3,557

Foreign Language Students FL Enrollment per
(see Tables 31 & 32) cent of Total

776 21.8%

Table 23

TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN INDIVIDUAL LANGUAGES AND THE PERCENTAGES THEY REPRESENT OF THE
TOTAL FOREIGN LANGUAGE ENROLLMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, FALL, 1964.

Language No cf Students Per Cent 3f Total

French 235 30.2

German 187 24.-

Italian 55 7,-

Latin 30 3.9

Rassian 21 2.7

Spanish 248 3109

Table 24

DISTRIBUTION OF FL STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA9 RENO, FALL, 1964, ACCORDING TO
LANGUAGE AND CLASS IN COLLEGE,

Language Freshmen Scphomore Junior

Frencth 83 54 40

German 57 46 28

Italian 16 14 10

Latin lo 9 1

Russian 8 3 7

Spanish 78 58 36

TOTAL 249 179 135

Senior Grad. Spec

19 7 4

16 7 6

4 2

1 1

1 2 6

21 1 4

56 16 23

Total

207

160

46

22

27

198

660
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Table 25

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS IN FRENCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, FALL, 1964, ACCORDING TO
CLASS AND YEAR OF STUDY.

Class First Year Second Year Third & Fourth Year Total

Freshmen 44 35 4 83

Sophomore 29 15 10 54

Junior 8 11 21 40

Senior 7 4 8 19

Graduate 3 1 3 7

Special 2 2 , 4

Total 93 68

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS IN

Freshmen 1i9

Sophomore 36

Junior 18

Senior 4

Graduate 2

Special 6

46 207

Table 26

GERMAN ACCORDIN TO CLASS AND YEAR OF STUDY.

8 57

6 4 46

7 3 28

3 9 16

2 3 7

6

Total 115 26 19 160

Freshmen

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Graduate

Total

Table 27

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS IN ITALIAN ACCORDING TO CLASS AND YEAR OF STUDY.

10

7

1

1

2

1

19 3

10

9

1

1

1

22
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Table 28

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS IN LATIN AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, FALL, 1964 ACCORDING TO

CLASS AND YEAR OF STUDY.

Class First Year Second Year Third & Fourth Year Total

Freshmen 10 10

Sophomore 7 z 9

Junior 1 1

Senior 1 1

Graduate 1 1

Total 19 3 22

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS IN

Freshmen 8

Table 29

RUSSIAN ACCORDING TO CLASS AND YEAR OF STUDY.

8

Sophomore 2 1 3

Jand;:r 6 1 7

Senicr 1 1

GracLate 1 1.
2

Specf,al 6 6

Total 23 4 27

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS IN

Freshmen 31

Sophomore 30

Junior 14

Senicr 4

Graduate

Special 4

Total. 84

Table 30

SPANISH ACCORDING TO CLASS AND YEAR OF STUDY,

39 8 78

20 8 58

12 10 36

6 11 21

1 1

4

77 38 198
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Table 31

.71---loara7T INTORF51]N LANGUAGES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, FALL, 1964, IN THE LOWER

DIVISION

Language First Year Second Year Total No. Classes Average

(equivalent (equivalent Class

to H.S. 1st to H.S. 3rd Size

& 2nd yr.) & 4th yr.)

French 103 76 179 7 25.6

German 115 32 147 5 29.4

Italian 43 11 54 2 27.-

Latin 24 6 30 2 15.-

Russian 14 7 21 2 10.5

Spanish 96 87 183 6 30.5

Total 395 219 614 24 25.6

Table 32

ENROLLMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, FALL, 1964, IN UPPER

DIVISION AND GRADUATE COURSES

Language Upper Division No. of Average Graduate No. of Average

(3rd & 4th yr.) classes Cl. size classes Cl. size

French 56 5 10,6

German 35 4 8.8 5

Italian 1w 1 1

Spanish 61 4 15.3 4

Total 153 14 10.9 9

1 1

1 1

2 4.5

'Independent Study: the same for one German and seven students in Spanish in the upper
division count.

Table 33

TRAVEL, RESIDENCE, AND STUDY ABROAD OF 660 FL STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, FALL, 1964.

No Travel 2-7 weeks 2-10 months 1-2 years 3-7 years 10 & more years Total

498 or 28 38 46 28 22 660

75.5%

Total number of students with travel 162 or 24.5%.
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Table 34

NUMBER OF FL STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, FALL, 1964, WHO SPEAK OR HEAR A FOREIGN

LANGUAGE SPOKEN REGULARLY AT HOME, LISTED BY LANGUAGES.

Basque 10 Chinese 2 Czechoslovak

French 14 Gaelic 1 German

Italian 38 Islandic 1 Lithuanian

Portuguese 2 Russian 1 Serbian

Ukrainian 2 Yiddish 3

Total 156 or 23.6%

Table 35

1

19
1
4

Danish 1

Greek 3
Norwegian 1

Spanish 43

Dutch 4
Hungarian 1

Polish 3
Swedish 1

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO STATE,OF FL STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, FALL,

1964,
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Ohio 3

Oklahoma 1

Oregon 4

Pennsylvania 3

Rhode Island 1

Tennessee 3

Texas 4

Utah 6

Virginia 3

Washington 3

West Virginia 1

Wisconsin 1

Wyoming 1

4 219 or one-third of the total FL enrollment come from Washoe County public schools,


